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“Steady as she goes” is possibly a good phrase
to describe the happenings within this Shed
since the August edition.
Attendees using the car park will have noticed
the garden strip now has chunky gravel as a
ground cover and weed suppressant. Plants have
also been added and we look forward to their
growth in beautifying the fence line.
The past few Tuesday mornings have seen solid
attendances by our IHC members. The hive of
activity within the wood working workshop has
been lusty. It’s nice to hear laughter and banter.
Not only has the
shed been open
for regular attendances it has also
been operational
in the evenings as
seen by the photo.
We have had Scouts building Jamboree boxes
and Blue Penguin homes. Big brothers and sisters have also been present constructing toys
and even a scooter ramp.

Front Cover:
Cherry-face Roger Lochhead applies some
controlled muscle to the drill press in the
engineering workshop.

Members have been kept occupied with a wide
range of small projects. A set of plinths and an
umbrella trolley was made for Mitre 10.
Through them and the supply of macrocarpa another two, beefy, bench seats and table was built
which now reside at the Rainbow Ski field.
Also in association with Mitre 10 the Shed is to
build a deck in front of two containers at the
Headingly Centre. These units belong to
‘Helping Families’ charity which is involved
with Nelson mental illness. Not only is there the
pride of assisting in this worthwhile organisation, the shed is rewarded with Mitre 10 vouchers to top up needed materials or replace equipment. In turn the shed continues to assist community projects. The wheels of good will keep
turning.
Taking up a small amount of grass space in the
yard, while under construction, has been a sturdy, raised garden. Well-built by new member
Warrick Taylor this will be sited at the new
Stoke hospice.

Whilst perusing for news items I came across
some freshly completed carpentry items. These
laminated seats were made for the Arvida Retirement Home.

Nestor meridionalis
Most of you will be aware of New Zealand’s
owl parrot, the kaka. This raucous, arch-beaked
bird stands at around 46cm tall and has become
an endangered specie due to the onslaught of
predators ie; stoats, rats, possums and the competition from wasps for nectar. In May 2019 a
DOC census showed only a population of 142.
These dull, olive-brown avian prefer to live in
tree hollows and raise their chicks. Birds kept
in captivity are supplied with a man-made solution. A wooden nesting box encased in a rigid casing.

Many of you will know the plane raffle has finished and been drawn. It was won by sheddie
‘Danny’.
At 80+ Danny no longer has his pilots licence
(joke ) and decided not to hanger the aircraft.
He has left it for the committee to determine
what is to become of it. Rest assured this fine
piece of handcrafted work by Paul Bryant will
find a good home.

The nature of the kaka in a tree hollow is to rip
the bark in search of grubs and insects and to
source the tree sap. This hard-wired habit sees
the result of man-made nesting boxes soon
decimated. Replacements are required.
Natureland at Tahunanui has asked for the
Shed’s help and member Arnold Chittenden
has stepped up. Well done Arnold.

Raffle sales were a resounding success with the
surplus monies after the purchase of an AED
still to be determined.
Regarding the AED unit, classes will be held to
train in the operation and use of.
As Spring strengthens its grip and the weather
becomes more settled and warmer can I encourage you all to pop along to the Shed and avail
the use of our facilities be it personal or assisting in shed projects. I’m told there are a few
projects coming so it will be nice to see a sea of
happy faces. The banter is free as is the tea,
coffee and water.
Cheers
Tony Seatter
Editor.

Above the former nest box
and home of a kaka.
Camera shy Arnold in full
concentration doing his
job to provide a new
abode.

Early this year a large, purpose-built, tandem trailer was parked in
the yard next to the garden site. Over the autumn, winter and now
spring months the tiny house of Martin Klǎncar and his partner
Kariny has taken shape. From early beginnings (photo right) to present day (photo lower right), the skill of this 37 yr old, mechanical
engineer is impressively apparent.
Slovenian born and raised and now a New Zealand citizen as of September 25th, Martin is a regular on site. His soft-spoken nature and offer of assistance when required has seen him well-liked by
many. The second brother from a family of three boys, Martin ventured out to Wellington, NZ, six
years ago. He soon left
the windy capital for Wanaka. It
was in nearby Queenstown where he meet and partnered the Brazilian
beauty, Kariny. She fully supports
his concept of tiny house
living and gives help wherever
she can. “Feeding him so
he can keep on working,” she
says with a cheeky smile.
Ending up in the Nelson
MENZSHED through a
ended up on site to build

region, Martin learnt about the
friend. Upon making enquiries he
his second tiny house.

“I’d never heard of this
have. The people are
still is very enjoyable.”

organization and now I’m glad I
friendly and helpful. It’s been and

Built on a tandem wheel,
light class trailer the structure is
2.5m wide, 7.5m in
length plus the drawbar and
stands 4.2m from the
ground. Complete the whole
affair will weigh in the
vicinity between 2½ to 3 tons.
The house has all the
features of a regular home. It is
well insulated and
certainly has double glazed
windows. Where space is a premium this tiny house has the luxury of a full-sized bath. There will
even be a pot belly style wood fire. The floor is wooden finished on top of the ply sub floor and the
interior walls are wooden. From the general living quarters, steps lead to a lofty bedroom. Naturally this abode is self contained and solar powered.
“Owning a tiny house you need to embrace the philosophy of living in the outdoors,” says Martin.
A concept he and Kariny are quite at ease with.
Asked why he wanted this style of living Martin replied. “I want to live without a large mortgage
and not be tied financially. I enjoy the outdoors and see this project as a personal challenge.”
It’s not difficult to understand and
savor the engagement with this apt
and skilled man as he soon prepares
to leave the site and complete the
interior elsewhere in Nelson.
All the best in your future days,
Martin and Kariny as you both discover the world and its people.

Diversification and aptitude are two essential
requirements for this shed and this was no problem when an order came through from Brightwater school.
Kevin, our regular attendee, took on the project
and produced what you see here—a chook house
complete with run.
This fine residence has met with approval from
the school along with its residents.

A few weeks ago the Shed built a large version
of Connect Four. Such has been its popularity
there has been a request for another. Here it is.

The shed is constructing a playhouse for the
Shortbread Trust. A Nelson based charity that
works to provide clean drinking water, seed
and tools for farming and emergency shelter to
people missing the basic essentials of life in
Third World countries.
Completed, the playhouse will be raffled to
raise funds for the Charity's cause. Materials
are being supplied by Mitre 10.

The Sheds CNC machine is being
located to a dedicated area within
the wood working workshop. The
top, left hand corner as you enter.
Planning is underway to have
permanent power to the work zone
between the two containers.

When Hone isn’t helping the IHC men with their classes he pursues his projects, in this case a wooden
puzzle. Here he has a firm grip on the mitre saw.
No his finger isn’t missing

Bit of a Giggle
On September 20th, 9am, Alan our coordinator
witnessed the activation of a distress flare at the
Nelson harbour while driving pass.
Back at the shed, Alan was concerned. He knew
member Graham Fittock was out that day in the
harbour on his newly acquired paddleboard.
Graham was competent however,
he was still relatively a newbie paddle-boarder.
Alan mentioned to John Jellyman
his sighting of the raised alarm and his slight
concern for Graham.

Gary Strathdee is pretty much a good all rounder with many years of experience tucked in his
belt. Here he applies his skill to a clients bench
seat.

Wisely and calmly, John suggested Alan should
wait until 1pm before texting Graham to see if
he was OK.
The time arrived and Alan texted accordingly.
Moments later he received a reply from Graham
much to his relief.
The text read;
I’m OK now, board sank, fought
off a couple of sharks, finally
rescued by passing boat. I’ll
bloody well sort out Jelly on
Monday.
Graham was fine.

to these new Members

Geoff Cooper
Colin Harris
Jeff Holland
Lynn Mackie
Selwyn Russ
Warrick Taylor
Karl van Hoppe

This shed can be assured we have a top quality,
caring H&S officer.

The purchased
Trade Me table
saw is now operational delivering improved
operation.
All users are
reminded to
exercise the utmost caution when operating. If
in doubt seek advice.
Enjoy its use for your
creation.

This ‘likely lad’ Kevin
can be seen most days
at the shed. Here he not
only applies his varnishing technique but also
his cheeky tongue at the
photographer.

Territory lots has been
staked by garden members
for the upcoming growing
season. Perhaps it’s to warn
off the lurking pukeko or to
ensure the seeds or young
plants go to the appropriate
place. Whatever, it’s fun
times ahead.

Those visiting the shed will
have seen the vast improvement in the yard outside the
container work zone and
towards the buses and timber
supplies on the eastern side.
The Shed acknowledges the generous donation
of chip from Fulton Hogan to allow this
improvement. Dry, even access for vehicles,
especially the forklift is greatly appreciated.

There is no obstacle that can’t be overcome as
proved by Roy and Neil as they attack a
stubborn nut to remove the blade.

